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Now before you start commenting
on how this guy is and has been
a chaser of longhorns for 25
years now, just remember I love a
challenge and love to collect, even
butterflies if there is nothing else
around.
Many years ago I started finding
a few male Diphyllostoma
fimbriata (Fall) males flitting
through my yard in the morning
and occasionally later in the
afternoon. Dave Hawks came
up for a few days and severely
decimated the population by
sitting at my mercury vapor light
most of the night. The copious
amounts of Corona beer helped
with the lack of sleep but try as
much as he could, no females
were found. Since this field trip to
my back yard, I have occasionally
taken males in May and early
June, flying early in the morning
or at my mercury vapor light early
in the evening. However, many
individual collectors have begged
me for a female. Since they did
not have long antennae I did not
give them much credence and

barely spent any time looking for
them. This past spring, a friend in
Idaho made me a rather interesting
offer of handfuls of longhorns
from South America that I did not
have. This tends to make longhorn
collectors drool and do strange
things, so I started a personal
challenge to find these barelyknown seductresses. They must be
highly seductive and sexy, yet we
cannot find them. The males must
be doing a much better job than
we are.
In early May I was tending my
iris garden (Hillside Iris Gardens)
early one morning and behold,
a male flew by. They are easy to
spot as the hind wings are dark
(which makes them look larger
than they really are) and they fly
slowly. The next morning, armed
with net and vials I headed out to
the same northwest-facing slope
that was partially shaded at 6:30
AM. They were there waiting for
me and in a short few minutes
I collected a dozen flyers. Then
my entomological upbringing
set in and I started watching

what they did once they did touch
down. Usually, the males just
crawled up the nearest plant and
sat there waving their antennae
in search of a pheromone trail, I
assume. I unsuccessfully sterilized
each area around the landing
males in search of his seductress
but without any luck. I finally
gave up. Having been beaten by
something less than an inch long
and I tucked my tail between my
legs and proceeded to email my
friends telling them I quit and was
going to get some Prosac to heal
my pride.

With his iris garden in the background, here is Bill
basking in the limelight of bagging two Diphyllostoma
females.
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them, actually letting some fly
by and away. For the most part,
they seldom flew more than 2½
feet above the ground, but one
did GO HIGH and make it over
a Ceanothus shrub about 9 feet
high. I also noticed that several
were zigzagging above the surface
(about 1 foot high) and sometimes
landing on the drying grass and
annuals on this hillside. The slope
had already been weed whacked so
the vegetation was no more than
3 inches tall which made it easy
to watch the males. For several
hours each morning over the next
few days, I crawled around on my
hands and knees, pouncing on each
male as it landed and observing

The next morning I returned to
my mundane lifestyle of work and
one of these chores was to refill
the hummingbird feeder outside
one of our windows. After getting
it filled and back up, I looked
down and noticed something in
the web of a black widow spider.
Upon closer examination the
web contained 3 males and 2
female Diphyllostoma fimbriata
specimens. All were dead but
in perfect condition. The two
females have been sent off, one
to Bill Warner. Since this quest
ended with success due to my
astute entomological training,
keen eyes, and general horse puck
luck, I will take all the credit I
can get. However, do not ask me
for additional specimens. I have
consulted with my benefactor
and the black lady refuses to help
me. I just may have to get out the
bug spray to convince her. Some
how the word has gotten out
and I have received emails from
as far away as Italy asking for
specimens. Wish I had a Star Trek

replicator so everyone could have
specimens.

This is the hillside where I caught most
of the Diphyllostma. The photo was
taken while I was standing at 1,500
feet looking up toward 1,800 feet on a
northwest-facing slope. Its a little dry
now but was much greener when they
were flying.

Diphyllostoma fimbriata female (left) and male (right).
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Investigating the Scarabs of Malaysia
by Olivier Décobert
oldec@wanadoo.fr

In 1992, I spent six weeks in
Malaysia, during the months of
July and August. There were four
of us on this trip, but I was the
only one with a special interest in
insects. Nevertheless, everyone was
interested by nature in general, and
ready to discover the “jungle!” So
I had opportunities to search for
beetles, and did find some scarabs.

The first nature area where
we arrived was the Cameron
Highlands, where we spent
three days. We walked on trails
on the mountain and I had
the good fortune to find three
cetonid species on flowers:
Clerota brahma (Gestro 1879),
Clerota rigifica (Janson 1917) and
Coelodera diardi (Glory & Perch.,
1833).
One evening, we saw a big
Chalcosoma atlas flying, making
a loud noise, attracted by our
guesthouse light. We were outside
around a table and I remember
that everyone was very impressed
by this visitor!
Some days later, we arrived at the
Taman Negara National Park in
central Malaysia. It was forbidden
to catch insects so I didn’t try to
search for beetles in this area.
We decided to hike to a cave in
the jungle. After a first night of
camping near a river, we were
awakened by thousands of bees
which were attracted by mineral
salts on our clothes (because of
transpiration). Luckily, they were
not aggressive and flew away
when I took the clothes with a
branch to put them in the water
of the river.

I found some Clerota brahma here. A friend pulls the
branches to help me because the flowers are too high.
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The same day, we arrived at the
cave by the end of the afternoon
and spent a second night inside.
During the night, we heard

Clerota brahma

elephants around the cave and
the question was “Will they come
inside?” because we saw elephant
scat in the cave… But, we had
made a fire in the evening and
they knew that we were there
so we didn’t have a visit during
that night, except for a big rat.
The day after, we came back to
the park headquarters, half-way
helped by a pirogue.
Next, we travelled to the east
coast of peninsular Malaysia. On
the islands of Perhentian and
Tioman we saw many butterflies
(but no scarabs) and also a
lot of lizards. Even if it is not
entomology, I want to show the
most incredible species which is
the “flying dragon.” It can fly from
one tree to another one.

Clerota rigifica

Coelodera diardi

On Tioman, there were also many
“flying foxes” (big bats), and we
saw monkeys (macaques), and a
binturong (bear-cat) in the jungle,

Here is a “flying dragon” I caught on Tioman Island.
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on the trail which goes across the
island, from one coast to the other.
Returning to western Malaysia,
we stopped at Lake Chini, where
we saw many interesting animals
in the jungle but no scarabs. To
find them, it would have been a
good idea to put out traps. But, as
we often moved, I didn’t try this
solution.
Giant Scolopendra (about 20 centimeters in length)
from Tioman Island.

At the end of our Malaysian trip,
we took a two-day rest in the
mountains of Genting Highlands,
not far from Kuala Lumpur. Every
evening, I tried to find beetles near
buildings or street lights and I saw
some lucanids. There were also
stupid people who crushed them
with their foot…
Some days later, we took the plane
to go back to France, with many
fond memories.

Odontolabis sp. (female) found on the ground in the
Genting Highlands.
I found this cetonid in the Malacca area, on
the west coast of peninsular Malaysia. This is
Thaumastopeus striatus (Wallace, 1867).
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Humorous Collecting Stories
by the Editors

As most of our readers know, we
have dropped the contest format in
favor of a scenario where everybody
who contributes a story wins.
Moreover, as can be seen by the
small photograph on this page, each
entrant will receive not only the
infamous red dress photo of Anne
(see Scarabs #30, page 22), but also
this signed composite photograph.
To avoid future questions, Anne
was photographed against a green
screen which was removed by
software. After this is accomplished,
any background can be inserted
using Photoshop. This is the same
effect that was used to achieve the
nice bonus portrait of Cheree (see
Scarabs #30, page 7).

Anyway, there were dozens of
great scarabs in the cup. Rich
was as happy as can be, playfully
joking and telling me stories
about all his past conquests. Then
the unthinkable happened: Rich
rubbed up against one of the sticks
impaled in the ground next to
the trap and was awarded with a
1” square of stinking, squirming,
putrid Barney Bait on his right
forearm.

Because this is no longer a contest,
the editors are eligible to submit
their experiences. Editor Barney
leads off. We thank everyone who
contributed.
Rich Cunnimgham and the
Plague of Brown Death
by Barney Streit
Rich Cunningham and I were
happily emptying the contents of
one of my special Barney Baited
(with no downwind side) dung
traps, set just off to the side of a
steep muddy path in rain forest.
This is when I was younger, and
was at the top of my game, bait
wise; this stuff really smelled bad!.

In keeping with our long tradition of delivering more
than we promised, all readers who contributed a
funny story to Scarabs will also receive this second
autographed 8” X 10” portrait of our Trap Researcher
Anne.
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Rich on the same path mentioned in the text, before it
happened...

Silence... Total, unutterable, stonedeath silence. Rich looked at me
with a forlorn look...the look of
a man who was next in line to
be guillotined by an evil French
general. He looked back at the
sinister patch of shit, which by now
was starting to burn into his skin.
He grabbed a handful of dirt and
attempted to remove vile mark.
For some reason that I cannot to
this day figure out, I grabbed the
smelly stick and said “Want some

Rich a day after the traumatic event: psychologically
scarred for life.
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more?” and plunged the crap stick in
my friend’s direction. Rich recoiled
with the speed of a Volkswagon
going over a cliff, landing on his
back, his round tummy pointed
heavenward, whereupon he
gained his feet and sprinted up
the steep incline. I lunged at him,
but it was a futile effort. Rich’s
legs were pumping like nuclear
powered steam pistons. I thought
to myself “What does that sucker
think I’m going to do if he stops
running?” I ran hard, but Rich was
clearly separating from me. Then I
remembered: Rich had left his half
of the scarabs back at the trap. I
ceased my chase and looked up the
path - Rich was nowhere in sight.
Cheerfully, I strolled back down
the path to claim not only Rich’s
specimens, but also all his bottles.
Have You Ever Had The “Sinking”
Feeling?
by Brett C. Ratcliffe
Life can only be understood backward,
but it must be lived forward.
---- Kierkegaard

It was not a dark and stormy night
but a hot summer’s day on the
outskirts of Tokyo, Japan in 1960.
I was 14 years old and near the
beginning of my life-long passion
for scarab beetles. With a collecting
friend of mine (a competitor,
actually), we had just exited the
small patch of woods of one of our
favorite collecting places, when
I saw a magnificent swallowtail
butterfly, resplendent with wings
of velvety black, moss green, and
shimmering purple, tippy toeing on

top of a flower. I had to have this
gorgeous specimen. On the first
swing of the net I missed, and it
took off.
Now in real life, collectors of
butterflies stealthily stalk their
prey like seasoned and professional
hunters. They never actually run
after them. That only happens in
cartoons. But in my zeal, I ran. Big
mistake.
In Japan in the early 1960s, it was
common practice (maybe still
is in rural areas) for farmers to
maintain honey bucket pits. This is
a wonderful euphemism for ... shit.
Shit used as fertilizers on the fields.
Human merde, no less. Wealthier
farmers would have a concretelined bunker in the ground,
open to the sky, in which all the
household “night soil” was placed.
It became gloppy as the rains
altered its consistency. Periodically,
the farmer would come with
wooden buckets on each end
of a long pole carried over the
shoulder and fill the buckets with
the . . . uh, fertilizer. Hence, honey
bucket. It was then spread on the
fields, where, indeed, it was good
fertilizer. Not all farmers were welloff enough to have a concrete-lined
bunker, and so they just excavated
a large hole in the ground. In
such a situation, the non-solid
surface gradually becomes covered
with falling leaves, and with this
camouflage it looks like solid
“ground.” Much like a tiger pitfall
trap. You see what’s coming, don’t
you!
I ran. And, by now, you know

where I ran. Right onto that
leaf-speckled “ground.” Before
I knew it, I was ten inches deep
in the glop. And sinking . . . like
quicksand. But wait, it gets worse.
Not only did I not know how deep
it was, but I was wearing open
topped, rubber boots. And at ten
inches depth they promptly went
shlooorp as they abruptly filled up
with . . . lumpy, brown fertilizer.
Now I was really in deep shit . . . to
coin a phrase. Well, I was far from
“shore” and kept sinking at a steady
rate with boots on that seemed like
they weighed a ton each. I am sure
that Papilio was perched on a high
vine snorking hysterically through
its proboscis! I wasn’t laughing.
It was up to my knees now as I
steadily sank, and I was asking
myself, “how DEEP is this stuff,
anyway?” Then it was above my
knees. My young life flashed before
my eyes!
You’ve heard of using the “buddy
system” when in the wilds? Believe
me, it works. My collecting friend
was able to grab the handle of my
long tropics net and pull. And,
ever, ever so slowly, I was sucked
out of the mire and onto the
“shore.” But wait, it gets worse! I
was alive . . . but my open-topped
boots were filled to the brim with
a slurry of liquefied and lumpy . . .
fertilizer. I jostled out what I could
without actually having to touch
the boots. And then I walked the
half mile to my house . . . with a
distinctive squishing sound at each
step. The feeling inside my boots
was not very good either.
But wait, it gets even worse. I was
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a 14 year old young male, and it
was broad daylight in a high density
housing area where we lived on
the edge of the farm fields. My
mother, naturally, did not permit
me to come into the house looking
and smelling like I had just slept
with the pigs. So I was compelled
to . . . . strip! Outside! Buck naked!
In broad daylight! At adolescence!
As Ralph Waldo Emerson said,
“Great actions, from their nature,
are not done in the closet; they are
performed in the face of the sun,
and on behalf of the world.” Amen.
Fastest strip I ever did . . . on behalf
of the world. Probably wrenched
my neck looking over my shoulder
concerned about who would notice.
I never did find out what happened
to my clothes and boots . . . not
that I cared. And while I still collect
butterflies, I rarely run after them
anymore. Too much like a cartoon.
The Case of the Stinking, HalfNaked Veterinarian
by Byron Buchli

Dr. Buchli with his shirt on...hopefully, not the same one!
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To make this story more
understandable I have to introduce
myself. I am not an entomologist
but a retired veterinarian who has
been collecting a variety of beetles
over the past 20 years. My primary
interests are New World scarabs.
Several years ago I was on a
collecting trip to southern
Missouri in the Ozark mountains.
Early one evening I decided to
put out a dung trap. I had brought
along a gallon container of pig
manure to be used in my trap. I
took the container out of my truck
and was just starting to unscrew
the lid when it exploded. I was
unhurt, except from the waist up
I was covered with fermenting
pig manure including my mouth,
nose, and eyes. I was out on a
gravel road with no water available
nearby so I took off my shirt to
wipe off as much of the material
as I could before getting into my
truck. I decided this would be
a good place to leave my shirt
behind. Just as I was getting
ready to leave I heard this vehicle
coming up the road making all
kinds of noise and when it got
closer I could see it had a flat tire.
The gentleman driving stopped,
smiled and showed me a mouth
with several front teeth missing
and then said, “Buddy, do you have
a jack?” Since I was standing in
the woods half naked I thought it
might be a good idea to explain
the situation in language he could
understand. I said, “Sure I’ll give
you a hand, but don’t get too close
to me, I’m covered with pig shit.”
He looked at me very succinctly
and said “Oh, you must be a

veterinarian.”

This story comes under the category
of “I can laugh about it now” but
at the time it wasn’t so funny. It’s
sort of like the story that Chuck
Triplehorn tells about taking a
group of students from Ohio State
on a collecting trip to Mexico. They
were looking for a place to camp
in a mountainous area that was so
steep there were few roads leading
off into the wild. Finally they found
a nice dirt road that went straight
off into the forest ending after about
a quarter mile in a wide flat sandy
area, perfect for camping. After a
successful night running the lights
they returned to the highway and
looked for a place name for their
labels. There was a sign near the
entrance to the dirt road, in Spanish
of course, so they wrote it down.
When they later translated the
words on the sign they discovered
that they had camped on a runaway
truck ramp! In that same vein
consider the following story to be a
public service message.

of the Volcan Tacana. About
an hour after dark it started
to sprinkle and when the cold
raindrops hit the hot glass
of our mercury vapor bulb it
shattered. As a beetle collector I
prefer a 160-watt self-ballasted
bulb and use a rain shield. But
my collecting partner Dave
Robacker is a moth person and
so he prefers the 400 watt with
external ballast. He has run this
setup in the rain many times
without a problem but in this
case I guess the temperature
gradient was just too steep. In
any event, it was the outer globe
that shattered, the inner bulb
containing the mercury vapor
and filament was still intact
and glowing brighter than ever.
The problem is that the outer
glass acts as a shield that filters
out most of the dangerous UV
emission. That is, while the UV
is greatly attractive to insects, it
can damage the retina of human
eyes. Dave had once been on
an organized lepidopterists’
collecting excursion where on
the last night of the trip a pair
of European collectors had
deliberately broken the outer
globes of their MV lights in order
to increase the UV emission
and attract more moths. So on
this occasion we decided to
experiment with the same tactic
rather than replace the broken
bulb. Dave admonished all of us
to just not look directly at the
light and thus avoid damage to
our retinas.

My colleagues and I were camped
recently on the Guatemala side

The next morning, however, I
woke up to find I was unable

I think there are a couple of lessons
here:
1. Never carry pig manure in an airtight container.
2. All of our professions sometimes
get reputations we don’t deserve.
I Can Laugh About It Now...
by Don Thomas
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to open my eyes. When I finally
forced my eyelids painfully open I
discovered that along with my face,
I had sun-burned my eyeballs. My
vision was blurred, not from the
usual AM caffeine deficit, but rather
from excess lachrymation. My eyes
were sore but it hurt to blink. So I
was left with a choice of leaving my
eyes shut or holding them open and
trying not to blink. Fortunately I
was the only one in this condition.
Dave and Ronay wear glasses and so
their eyes had been protected. Jeff
Burne had suffered a milder degree
of eye burn because although he
wears glasses he is far-sighted and
would remove them temporarily to
examine unknowns on the sheet.
But the real suffering was yet to
come. I was effectively blind as far
as being able to drive or fend for
myself the rest of that day, even after
acquiring eye drops at the nearest
Farmacia (which relieved the pain a
lot by the way).
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Our next collecting stop happened
to be a thermal hot spring near
Zunil that our colleague Jose
Monzon had told us about called
Fuentes de Georgina. This is a sort
of tourist stop where they rent
cabins, which is quite convenient
for a place where one can attract
Chrysina quiche and C. pelkhei to
the lights. So I spent most of the
afternoon lying in bed in our cabin
with a cold compress over my eyes.
But on hearing how delightful the
hot spring was, I decided to stagger
out to the pool. This locality is at
an elevation of close to 9,000 feet
so the air is quite cool, resulting in
a foggy vaporous ambiance around
the grotto, which, combined with

my blurred vision forced me to
take baby steps in navigating my
way around and into the pool.
When one first dips a toe into the
water it feels so hot one quickly
draws it back but eventually one
gets acclimatized and it gets easier
to go deeper, especially once
you get past the critical huevos
tibios stage and fully immersed.
Then the heat feels so delicious
you don’t want to leave. Feeling
my way around the edge of the
pool I settled into a spot where I
was neck deep. I was aware that
there were other people in the
grotto because I could hear them
talking. It is said that blind people
have more acute perception with
their remaining senses and I
was certainly enjoying the bone
penetrating heat of the hot spring.
But then my acute hearing picked
up on the splashing and bantering
of female giggles and I became
aware that a group of Englishspeaking turistas had entered the
grotto. From their conversation I
could tell that approximately eight
British airline stewardesses were
then in the process of entering
the hot water but no matter how
hard I tried to blink away the tears
and clear my vision I could not
tell if they were wearing bikinis or
not. They were quick too because
staggering around blind in the
pool I didn’t bump into any of
them. So I hope this story serves
as a warning to other MV bulb
users. By the following day my
sight had cleared and the pain was
gone except a little soreness when
I blinked. Be careful with those
bulbs. UV radiation is hell and
you will miss your eyesight.

The Tale of the Man Who Would
Do Anything For Scarabs
by Paul Robbins
I was in Nicaragua collecting
Phyllophaga larvae to rear
through for use in sex pheromone
identification. A local grower took us
to his cabbage field that was recently
harvested and in which there were
many grubs. We were going to use
shovels to dig and he instead said
that he would get the oxen and the
plow. Fantastic! We followed the
furrow and picked up white grubs
like candy drops!! Then he said
(through the interpreter) “Ask the
big guy (meaning me) if he wants to
plow with the oxen.” Well................

Paul showing the locals how it’s done.

YEAH! So here is a photo of
me, probably for the first time
in human history, using oxen
and a primitive plow in a grub
sampling program.

Dichelonyx muscula Fall, 1901

Dichelonyx muscula is a common Southern California
species. Its host plant is Adenostoma fasciculatum
Hook & Arn. which is also host to several species of
Serica, Coenonycha and Phobetus. The elytra often have
a coppery luster, and are sometimes greenish. The last
published revision of Dichelonyx was by Lawrence W.
Saylor (Bulletin of the Brooklyn Entomological Society,
Vol. XL, No. 5, pp. 137-158, December, 1945). The data
are USA: California, San Bernardino County, Fontana,
April, 1992.
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In Past Years - XVI - 1975
by Henry F. Howden
henry.howden@rogers.com

Back at Cairns, things stayed
wet, so we headed inland, up the
escarpment, part of the Great
Dividing Range, and drove as
far as 65 miles north of Mareeba
to Mt. Carbine (Photo 1). There
we collected on some flowers

Photo 1: Mt. Malloy, the mining town’s watering place,
complete with several bullet holes. Since it was not
considered a heritage building, it has now been replaced.

Photo 2: Anne and John Barrett in pasture in rain, note
John’s rain gear, a split burlap bag.
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until we were rained out and
returned to Cairns; the catch
was one melolonthid, a clerid
and a few other nondescript
beetles. After another wet day
in Cairns, we moved inland to
Atherton, where, with the help
of the local entomologist, John
Barrett, we rented a cabin set
among the trees. This was our
base for several weeks. The first
night it rained hard and we
wondered if we would ever escape
it! Nevertheless, I set out dung,
fruit, fungi and carrion traps and
put roofs on all of them. The next
day the local school agreed that
Lucy could attend classes along
with John Barrett’s son, who was
the same age as Lucy. This worked
out much better than expected,
Lucy and John’s son became close
friends, and except for dinner
times we did not see much of
either of them. To escape the wet
weather, John suggested that we
go west to a supposedly dry area
near Bakerville. There we found
numerous geotrupine-like pushups in the pasture, some beside
or in dung piles. We thought that
might be a first, a Bolboceratini
using dung for food! The burrows
yielded Elephastomus, but the
burrows lacked any trace of dung,
so the conclusion was that the
dung was deposited after the
beetles had started their burrows
and the beetles simply pushed the
dirt up through the dung.

Numerous other burrows were
in areas lacking dung. In the late
afternoon the rain caught up with
us, but we continued digging
(Photo 2) until dusk. Just before
leaving we noticed that every pile
of fresh cattle dung had a Bufo
marinus cane toad sitting on it.
Each toad took care of about 40
dung beetles every night, mostly
imports from Africa that the
CSIRO had introduced in the
hopes that they would help control
the bush flies. While the dung
beetle populations were reduced,
the toads now had a new food
source and were busy expanding
their range. It was and is a complex
problem, and this is not the place
to discuss it. The area around
Bakerville-Watsonville turned
out to have great bolboceratine
collecting, although digging up the
burrows was often tedious. While
the land was mostly sandy, it was
a very course sand that was often
so compressed that a hammer was
needed to use with the trowel to
chisel out beetles (Photos 3 and 4).
Elephastomus, Blackburnium and
Australobolbus were the genera
commonly taken.
In the time spent at Atherton, we
often fed leeches which showed
themselves while we were eating
dinner, by dropping off and leaving
a bloody trail across the floor.
Fortunately there weren’t many,
and collecting was so good that
we didn’t worry about them. Close
by there was a patch of level rain
forest (Photo 5). Beside the forest
was a small, cleared hillside of
friable red clay, mostly covered
with grass of variable length. Mid-

Photo 3: Sandy track near Watsonville, Qld., with
partly-dug burrow.

morning on a sunny day, I saw a
small, dark beetle flying between
the grass blades and was lucky
to net it. It was a Gilletinus and
gave me the first clue that black
or dark colored bolbocertines
might fly during the day. Several
others were taken flying and
some burrows in a small open
area in the field yielded seven
more specimens along with an
Australobolbus. I never found
any indication of food unless it
was some dark humus mixed into
the soil. Later, in a fairly open,
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dryer area south of Atherton,
Stenaspidius, another genus with
black or dark colored species, was
taken flying during the day. The
Atherton Tablelands turned out to
be very productive, but we were
warned that a cyclone might hit
the area, so we reluctantly left and
hurried south.

Photo 4: Burrow near Watsonville showing how compact
the coarse sand can get; a hammer was needed as well as
the trowel!

Photo 5: Rain forest near Atherton, Qld. Lots of hungry
leeches!
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The first night we stopped at
Cairns, rented the same caravan
that we had before, checked for
mail and by three in the afternoon
encountered heavy rain all over
again. The next day (February 25)
we drove south to Ayr, Qld., to
meet a general collector named
Allen Ey. He claimed that his
mailing address was the shortest
in Australia: A. Ey, Ayr, Qld. We
didn’t argue the point! A day was
spent collecting dung beetles,
about half of the species being
those imported from Africa by the
CSIRO. Allen was an experienced
bird watcher, so we benefitted
from the day by learning a lot
about birds, even though the
beetle collecting was not exciting.
The next day we drove as far as
Mackay, Qld., where we learned
that just south of town Funnel
Creek was four or five feet deep
over the road. So, after looking
for nearby lodging, which was
mostly occupied because of the
blocked road, we finally found
lodging at Eimeo Beach adjacent
to Black’s Beach. A full moon had
its usual effect-almost nothing
at the black light that evening.
Later that night it rained again!
The next day we collected near
Black’s Beach in open forest and in
grassy areas near the beach. New

burrows were easy to spot in the
sandy, wet soil and bolboceratine
collecting was great: Bolbobaineus,
Australobolbus, Blackburnium
and Stenaspidius were taken in
some numbers, the latter genus
with several specimens taken
flying in the open forest. General
collecting was also good, with
Ataenius, Rhysemus, some small
melolonthids, three species of
dynastids and other families,
including Anne’s weevils, turning
up in numbers.
The third of March was spent
driving to Rockhampton, Qld.,
where we spent the next five days.
We had a great time with some
of the entomologists in the area.
Ernie Adams hosted us for several
days at Edungalba where they had
a small holding about 30 miles
wide and 100 miles long, some of
it left in its natural state (Photo
6). Ernie’s wife, Mavis, fed us a
terrific meal, but afterwards said
she was off duty and refused to
have her picture taken along with
Ernie! As Ernie did not hunt the
“Roos”, there were lots of native
dung beetles and several different
species of bolboceratines. Ernie
said that the introduced toad was
gradually eliminating the ground
fauna and that several species of
weevils and one dung beetle had
not been seen for several years.
On two other days we went with
Angus MacQueen to Keppel
Sands about 23 miles east of
Rockhamton. There we collected
in a sand pit and the nearby
sandy areas where we found more
bolboceratines, but nothing new.
On our last day in the area, we

Photo 6: Ernie Adams and son collecting on their
property. We just thought we had long net handles!

went to Mt. Archer, elevation about
2,000 feet, near Rockhampton, that
had a road to the top (the best way
to get up any mountain!). Several
eucalyptus were in bloom and by
standing on top of the car and
using all the extensions that I had
for my net, I managed to collect
five species of cetonids plus a few
smaller melolonthids. All in all we
had great collecting there, met some
wonderful people, and left with
regret.
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Photo 7: Beach north of Bundaberg; note lack of
swimmers, possibly due to jellyfish and sharks.

Photo 8: One of many Australian snakes; I was in his
path and he just kept coming; I moved aside and never
identified the snake, but there was a 70% chance it was
poisonous!

Photo 9: University of Queensland Field Station on
North Stradbroke Island.
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The next stop was at
Maryborough, Qld. On the way
(Photo 7), we went through
Bundaberg, a place that should
interest many entomologists where they make a well-known
brand of Australian rum. This
can be used internally to ward
off snake bite (Photo 8) or in
small quantities to add to some
fermenting fruit traps; some
insects seem to like alcohol,
almost as much as some of their
collectors! We did some general
collecting along the way, but did
not get anything we hadn’t seen
before. Several days were spent
at and near Peregian collecting
on flowers and setting dung and
fungus traps. The flowers yielded
Microvalgus and a number of
small melolonthids and the traps
collected a number of species of
Onthophagus not taken before.
The next stop was Brisbane and
the University of Queensland.
There we met Geoff Monteith,
Ross Storey and several other
entomologists. Geoff made
arrangements for us to stay at the
University field station on North
Stradbroke Island (Photo 9). He
and several students were going
to be on the island for several
days during our stay. A small ferry
delivered us to the island and, on
the way out, we saw one reason
why we had not seen swimmers in
the area; the water was full of large
jellyfish!
We had several surprises during
our stay on the island. We bought
about two pounds of “king”
prawns, the largest shrimp we

had ever seen, about six in our
package. The three of us had more
than enough to eat that night. In
the evening hundreds of a small
species of parrot would roost in
a nearby clump of Banksia trees.
The noise they made at dusk was
equal to a large, low-flying jet
plane passing overhead. Normally
they were quiet after dark, but
one evening one parrot fell off its
roost and the rest called to the one
on the ground all night. Parrots
may be colorful, but they can
also be miserable pests! During
the day, after the usual traps and
a Townes-type Malaise were set
out, digging burrows yielded two
species of Blackburnium. Their
burrows were most obvious along
the sides of the well-traveled,
sandy, dirt roads. Geoff suggested
that I should get a road work sign
and a road worker’s vest when he
saw the holes I made in some of
the dirt tracks. He set up a tent
in a nearby area and the largest
Malaise ever. The trap consisted
of about 30 feet of netting with a
cloth roof and a collecting bottle at
each end. I never saw anything like
it, before or since! I set my small,
six foot trap about 20 feet away.
In the next few days Geoff got a
surprise. The small Malaise caught
a greater variety, particularly
small insects, than did the larger
one. The deduction was that, with
the larger trap, the insects had to
travel laterally too far and escaped
before they got to the bottle. If we
had thought of it, putting trays of
water under the trap would have
made a great flight interception
trap (FIT), but these were not in
vogue at that time.

Photo 10: Granite country, north east NSW. Coarse sand
between rocks yielded two species of bolboceratines.

After four nights on the island, we
moved inland to revisit Toowoomba
and meet with Peter Allsopp again.
Six nights were spent, mostly in
dryer areas between Toowoomba
and Leyburn. Bolboceratine
collecting was great, with six genera
collected in some numbers; some
Stenaspidius were taken flying.
Other collecting was just as good,
with numbers of Onthophagus
and other scarabs, lucanids,
cerambycids and weevils collected
on flowers or by beating. From
Toowoomba, it took us three days
to drive back to Canberra. On the
way (Photo 10) we dug out several
Elephastomus in shallow, 8 inch,
burrows, several of these with bits
of fungi in their burrows. We had
periods of rain, which discouraged
collecting and sped up the trip. On
March 29 we arrived in Canberra
and were again hosted by the
Brittons.
Three days were spent at the
Britton’s while we looked for a place
to stay for three months. While
doing this, Anne had time to make a
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Photo 11: Anne making friends with a local resident.
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new friend, one of the locals (Photo
11) We lucked onto a new, large,
three bedroom, partly furnished
house owned by an officer in the
Australian army. He had bought the
house just before he learned that he
was to be posted to New Zealand.
His tour was to end in July and few
people wanted to rent a house for
a short time; we were lucky. There
was room for all of the Howdens,
including our two eldest daughters
who were due to join us in May.
While there were beds, several
tables and six chairs, everything
else was lacking - no bedding, no
cooking utensils, no dishes, etc.
We had sleeping bags and some
bedding, but everything else we
managed to borrow from friends
at the CSIRO. We were loaned an
old desk, microscope, and some
space heaters from the CSIRO.
We then ran into the Australian
bureaucracy that had been refined
and brought in along with the first
settlers from England. Short-term
renters did not fit into the scheme
of things. To get a telephone, the
installation plus the first six month’s
rental (the minimum) cost about

$150 with a four month wait; so
no telephone. There was a small
oil-fed space heater between the
small breakfast room and the living
room. The outside tank took fifty
imperial gallons, but at first the
oil company wanted a contract
for a year; after much pleading
they finally agreed to fill the tank
with a cash-on-delivery clause.
Our immediate problem was just
staying warm; we called our house
“Wind Whistle Through”. It had
no insulation, cracks around the
doors and windows and, since it
did get below freezing in Canberra
on some nights, we kept a space
heater in the bathroom to keep
the pipes (and us) from freezing! A
thermometer kept beside my desk
and about five feet from the space
heater never went above 60° F. on a
cold night. Otherwise it was fine.
The local bureaucracy was also
interesting. Canberra is a planned
city built around an artificial lake,
which causes traffic problems
during rush hours. There are also
planned satellite communities,
the one we lived in being called
Latham (Photo 12). The “plan”
allowed a particular type of small
store to be established depending
on the size of the community. Thus
we had a green grocer, a butcher
and a shoe store but no tobacco or
liquor store. In the three months
we were there, the most ridiculous
aspect of this planning surfaced
when the phone company put a
pole in the middle of the driveway
of a newly occupied house, making
their driveway unusable. With no
over night parking allowed on the
street, the house owner was stuck

and took the city to court. The
case was still not settled when we
left. These things kept us amused
when it didn’t directly affect us.
Shortly after we arrived, Anne
started finding a number of
amycterine weevils, a group she
became interested in since her
work centered on New World
genera absent in Australia. This
specious group of broad nosed
weevils was widespread in
Australia and nothing was known
about their biology. Anne’s project
then became an investigation
of these interesting weevils,
many having odd spines, a few
others having posterior forceps,
resembling in some ways armored
earwigs. On the subject of these

Photo 12: Latham, a suburb of Canberra, ACT. House
next door is similar to the one we rented.

non-scarabs, I will only say that
Anne found out a great deal about
the group during several trips and
the results were published in the
Proceedings of the Linnean Society
of NSW, 1986, 109: 91-105.

Chnaunanthus
flavipennis
Springtime in the desert
Southwest brings forth a
common diurnal flower feeder,
Chnaunanthus flavipennis
Horn. The adults of this sandloving species commonly
bury into composite flowers
such as one the favored hosts,
Palafoxia arida, shown here.
In some years as many as a
dozen or more adults can be
found on a single flower head.
The data are USA: California,
Imperial County, Highway 78
at Gecko Road, March, 1992.
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New Book: The Scarabaeoid Beetles of
Nebraska
Ratcliffe, B. C. and M. J. Paulsen.
2008. The Scarabaeoid Beetles of
Nebraska. Bulletin of the University
of Nebraska State Museum 22:
1-570.
The 255 species of scarabaeoid
beetles occurring in the Great
Plains state of Nebraska are
comprehensively reviewed. An
overview of the land forms,
climate, and vegetation of the state
is presented. The classification of
the superfamily Scarabaeoidea

is reviewed, and keys to the
families occurring in Nebraska
are presented. Included within
each family treatment are an
introduction, keys to all taxa,
descriptions, distributions,
diagnosis, notes on biology,
illustrations, and maps for all
species. Literature cited, a glossary
of terms, and a species checklist
conclude the volume.
The Nebraska fauna comprises
14% of the Nearctic fauna. The
Nebraska species are found
in 7 families: Passalidae (1),
Geotrupidae (13), Trogidae (24),
Lucanidae (6), Ochodaeidae (6),
Hybosoridae (2), and Scarabaeidae
(203) in the following subfamilies:
Aphodiinae (75), Scarabaeinae
(22), Melolonthinae (64), Rutelinae
(12), Dynastinae (13), and
Cetoniinae (18). Since the last
synopsis of Nebraska scarabs 16
years ago, 47 additional species
have been discovered in the state,
an increase of 23%.
COST OF BOOK
$50 plus postage (PLEASE inquire
for specific postage cost).

Charissa (see Scarabs #15, page 16) serves as Blacklight
Assistant to the editors on their field trips. Here she
proudly displays a copy of the book by Ratcliffe and
Paulsen.
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Available from:
Gail Littrell, Publications
Secretary
W436 Nebraska Hall,
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, NE 68588-0514, U.S.A.
MAIL: littrell@unlserve.unl.edu.
FAX: (402) 472-8949.

